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Picture books are the most common books for young children. Intertextuality, decentration, 

and empowerment theories are of great importance in children's and adult literature each 

for their deconstructional features such as the possibility of presence of independent voices 

in a single text, comprehension of different points of view in sequence of fluctuation of 

concentration of the mind, and displacement of margin and center in the structure of power 

of child/adult respectively. They are more suitable for picture books rather than other 

structures. Therefore, the following research is an attempt in recognizing the features of the 

three theories aforesaid, regarding their interactional relation leading toward an intertwined 

model of them. Here, the researcher has tried to synthesize her approach with the theory of 

innocence and experience suggested by Khosronejad in the field of philosophy of children's 

literature, and the concept of pleasure and play in children’s literature, in order to enrich 

her potential model. 

This research has used two methods of interpretative-abstractive and descriptive-

interpretative. First with the help of inductive qualitative content analysis, an interpretive 

comparison of the theories of intertextuality, decentration, and empowerment has been 

reached. Then it is synthesized with the concept of pleasure and play, and innocence and 

experience theory to reach a metamorphical playful interactions model. Afterwards, based 

on this model, with deductive qualitative content analysis, the purposefully selected picture 

books of Ahmedreza Ahmadi, Mohamadreza Shams, Antony Browne, and Maurice Sendak 

have been compared and analyzed. 

In resultant of reading the books on the basis of the reached model, the axes of interactivity 

and innocence and experience theory in dimension of structured innocence have been 

enriched. It seems, with respect to key interaction of fantasy and reality, the foreign books 

have played a more efficient role in presenting metamorphical horizons in comparison to 

Persian books, and are more pleasant in a playful reading. 
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